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Abstract

We demonstrate that cogwheel phase cycling, which was previously only used in solid state NMR, can be applied to optimize the
efficiency of commonly used pulse sequences in multiple resonance liquid-state biomolecular NMR. In favorable cases the required
minimum number of scans can be reduced by more than 80% as compared to a corresponding sequence with nested phase cycles. Since
cogwheel phase cycling procedures can be designed for a range of scan numbers, and can be combined with pulsed field gradients, the
total experiment time can be adjusted closely to the required signal-to-noise ratio with minimal overhead. Examples are shown for
3D-TROSY-HNCO, 3D-TROSY-HNCACO, and 3D-HACACO experiments on diamagnetic and paramagnetic proteins.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The time requirements for multi-dimensional NMR-
experiments present a significant bottle-neck for many
structure and dynamics oriented research efforts. There-
fore implementation of time-saving NMR methods has
become a major target of pulse sequence development.
The total time necessary for a particular NMR experi-
ment is not only determined by the need to achieve a
sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Often the number
of repetition cycles for suppressing unwanted signals as
well as the resolution requirements for indirectly sam-
pled evolution dimensions of multi-dimensional experi-
ments increase the duration of experiments
tremendously beyond the amount required to achieve
sufficient signal-to-noise ratios. Because of recent
improvements of the sensitivity of NMR spectrometers,
e.g. through high performance low-noise electronic cir-
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cuits and cryogenically cooled probes and preamplifiers
[1,2], in many cases signal-to-noise ratio requirements
are no longer determining the low limit of the total
transient numbers. A number of different approaches
that allow for more efficient acquisition of multi-dimen-
sional NMR spectra have been published recently. Sin-
gle scan multi-dimensional spectroscopy probably yields
the most radical improvement [3–5]. But it poses some
stringent hardware requirements, which make implemen-
tation still difficult for routine use. Highly optimized
pulse schemes allow for extremely fast repetition inter-
vals, but are limited to some HSQC-type experiments
and particular relaxation regimes [6]. Approaches involv-
ing reduced dimensionality [7,8] and projection–recon-
struction [9–12] can be readily implemented for most
known multi-dimensional experiments using current
hardware. These techniques reduce the number of data
points required in the evolution dimensions and can
be combined with any coherence selection approach.
Levitt and co-workers have introduced cogwheel phase
cycling and achieved very significant reductions of the
number of phase cycle steps in solid state NMR
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experiments [13–15]. Here we present first results on the
application of cogwheel phase cycling in 3D triple reso-
nance experiments on proteins, which are easily general-
ized for other liquid-state multi-pulse experiments.

Selection of the appropriate coherence transfer path-
ways (CTPs) [16] is essential in virtually any NMR pulse
sequence in order to suppress undesired signals in the spec-
trum, particularly for multi-dimensional experiments.
Three fundamental approaches for coherence selection in
NMR exist: Phase cycling [17,16], pulsed Bo-field gradients
(PFGs) [18,19], and pulsed radio-frequency (rf)-gradients
[20]. While the last mentioned approach is not widely used
today, both phase cycles and PFGs are integral to most
routinely used multiple-pulse and multi-dimensional
NMR techniques, in particular to those essential for
NMR of biological macromolecules.

By using PFGs one can, in principle, achieve coherence
selection in a single pass of a pulse sequence. However,
inherent limitations prevent the exclusive use of pulsed
magnetic field gradients for coherence selection. First,
PFGs introduce additional delays, which often require
additional refocusing pulses and delays for compensation
of coherent evolution during these periods. Second, when
applied during evolution periods, PFGs also lead to a loss
of total amplitude, since parallel CTPs can usually not be
selected by PFGs. In addition, in fast relaxing systems like
paramagnetic proteins [21,22] the delays associated with
gradients may cause significant signal attenuation. Appli-
cation of PFGs may also compromise the spectrum quality
because of Eddy currents and fluctuations in the spectrom-
eter’s field stabilization circuits (lock-system). In most
pulse sequences used today and as supplied in most instru-
ment manufacturers’ libraries, phase cycles and PFGs are
usually combined to achieve the desired coherence selec-
tions. Phase cycling is implemented almost exclusively in
the form of so-called ‘‘nested’’ phase cycles (nPCs). As out-
lined in the following section the number of steps in nested
phase cycles increases exponentially with the number of
pulses that are cycled. As a consequence frequently a com-
promise between optimum coherence selectivity and dura-
tion of an experiment must be found.

The work presented here has two main objectives: (1) to
assess the potential and limitations of cogwheel phase
cycles in liquid-state NMR and (2) to introduce time saving
cogwheel phase cycles for some commonly used liquid-state
triple resonance 3D pulse sequences, which can be easily
generalized for other experiments.

2. Theory

Phase cycling in an NMR pulse sequence eliminates sig-
nals from the spectra by addition and subtraction of indi-
vidual free induction decays, based on their differential
response to the variation of the pulses’ rf-phases. The caus-
es of such unwanted signals may be artefacts from spec-
trometer electronics, pulse-imperfections or -calibration
deficiencies, signals from undesired coherences or NMR
response from certain chemical species in the sample, e.g.
the solvent. The basic condition describing the constructive
interference governing the coherence selection process by
phase cycling is
X

i

Dpi/i ¼ �q: ð1Þ

Here, Dpi is the (desired) change of coherence order effected
by the pulse or pulse group i; /i is the rf-phase of i, and q is
the receiver reference phase. In ‘‘classical’’ or ‘‘nested‘‘
phase cycling [17,16] the phases of different pulses in a par-
ticular sequence are cycled independently from each other.
That means, the phase of each pulse or pulse group k is
incremented systematically through a full circle, while the
phases /i„k are kept constant and q is set in each step
according to Eq. (1). This incrementation scheme is repeat-
ed for all relevant pulses or pulse groups of a pulse se-
quence. Therefore, the total number of steps in an nPC is
the product of all individual cycle lengths, which increases
approximately exponentially with the number of cycled
pulses. In a cogwheel phase cycle (cPC) [13–15] all perti-
nent pulse phases are incremented simultaneously, while
the receiver phase is adjusted following Eq. (1). To describe
the synchronous phase incrementation, each cycled pulse i

is assigned a winding number mi. Thus the phase of a pulse i

in the mth step of a cPC is given by

/ðmÞi ¼ 2pmi

N
m: ð2Þ

Here, N is the total number of steps in a cPC. As Levitt
et al. [14] have shown, this number grows much slower with
the number of phase cycled pulses for a particular coher-
ence pathway than the total number of steps in an nPC.
The receiver reference phase /ðmÞrec then follows an equation
analogous to Eq. (2), with a winding number mrec. Here, we
will use the systematic nomenclature for cPCs that was
introduced in Ref. 14: COG N(m1, m2, m3, . . .mn; mrec) de-
scribes an N step cogwheel phase cycle, with winding num-
bers m1, m2, m3, . . .mn for the pulses or pulse groups 1 to n,
and a receiver phase winding number of mrec.

While the design of nPCs is rule based and, with a little
experience, can be done ‘‘by hand’’, cPCs require systemat-
ic numerical searches through the multi-dimensional space
of pulse winding numbers to find combinations fulfilling
Eq. (1) for a particular CTP.
3. Methods

For the analysis of coherence transfer pathways the pro-
gram CCCP [24] developed earlier in our lab was used. It
computes and displays the amplitudes and phases of indi-
vidual coherence pathways in pulse sequences taking into
account PFGs and phase cycles. Deliberately pulse angles
miss-set by �5% were used in these calculations to mimic
the situation of real NMR experiments, where rf-offset
and -inhomogeneities are present. The program CCCP++
by Jerschow and Kumar [25], which is based on an
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extension of the CCCP algorithms, was used to search for
cPCs. For one particular coherence pathway multiple cPC
solutions are usually obtained. These may differ in their
actual ability to suppress undesired pathways. Therefore,
each set of cPCs found was further analyzed by comparing
the relative amplitudes of positively selected versus the ones
of undesired coherence pathways.

It should be noted that the computational requirements
in time and memory of both programs (CCCP [24] and
CCCP++ [25]) increase super-exponentially with increas-
ing numbers of pulses and spins. Therefore, we made some
simplifying assumptions without restricting the general
validity of the results: The proton channel was omitted in
the displayed CCCP calculations, since none of the proton
pulses were phase cycled. This is justified by the fact that
practical experience has shown that optimum solvent
(water) signal suppression in the type of experiments inves-
tigated here, can only be achieved, if the relative proton
pulse phases are optimized and remain unchanged during
accumulation. Since CCCP implies �1 quantum coherence
(�1 QC) at the end of every pulse sequence on the acquisi-
tion channel, omitting the proton channel required the
introduction of a dummy pulse (not existing in the real
pulse sequence) to convert one heteronucleus’ coherence
order from 0 to �1 QC. Additional acceleration of the
computations was achieved by restricting the homonuclear
coherence orders to �2 6 p 6 2, except for the 15N chan-
nel, where �1 6 p 6 1 was used. This is justified by the
absence of significant homonuclear 15N couplings in the
target spin systems, proteins. Also by assuming pure z-
magnetization as an initial condition, the simulations could
be restricted to coherence orders �1 6 p 6 1 in the free pre-
cession period following first pulse in any sequence.

Experimental details are given in the respective figure
captions.

4. Computational results

4.1. TROSY-HNCO, -HNCA, and -HN(CA)CO

We chose to investigate commonly used TROSY-type
pulse sequences, since they are most important in high field
NMR. Also due to the absence of broadband decoupling
and its associated heating problems the results can be
quantified more reliably. For three different triple reso-
nance 3D NMR pulse sequences, TROSY-HNCO,
TROSY-HNCA, and TROSY-HN(CA)CO, cogwheel
phase cycles were generated and analyzed as described in
the previous Section. The cPCs found apply both for the
two- and three-dimensional versions of the experiments.

First, we compare nested and cogwheel phase cycling
schemes for two commonly used TROSY-HNCO pulse
sequences. The experiment described by Salzmann et al.
[23] is implemented with minor modifications in the Bruker
pulse sequence library [26] and is displayed in Fig. 1A.
Another frequently used implementation of TROSY-
HNCO as described by Yang and Kay [33] is displayed
in Fig. 2A. The latter sequence demands modifications of
pulse phase settings to obtain a spectrum on Bruker
DRX spectrometers. The adaptions are described in the fig-
ure caption of Fig. 2. Both experiments employ PFGs for
compensation of imperfect proton refocusing pulses, which
thus do not cause additional delays. Further PFGs are used
in the Bruker library implementation during the WATER-
GATE [28] solvent suppression and in Ref. [33] for echo/
anti-echo selection. Both pulse sequences use slightly differ-
ent eight-step nPC schemes. Since the same coherence path-
ways are selected in both pulse sequences identical phase
cycling schemes can be used. Accordingly, both original
nested phase cycles can be replaced by the same cPC, as
is shown later. With this in mind, the following computa-
tional results refer to the pulse sequence of Salzmann
et al. [23]. The original eight-step nPC procedure uses four
steps on the 90� pulse (6 in Fig. 1A) preceding the t2 (15N)
evolution time and independently alternates the 90� pulse
(10 in Fig. 1A) before the t1 (13C@O) evolution time. Quad-
rature detection is achieved by echo/anti-echo (p = ±1)
selection on alternate increments [29] during t2, and by
States-TPPI [30] phase incrementation in t1, allowing both
the echo and anti-echo pathways to pass in parallel. Paral-
lel coherence pathways are rarely found in cPC schemes
[14]. In this particular case, however, we found COG4

and COG6 schemes, which by cycling the same two pulses
as the nPC also select the same parallel coherence path-
ways. Thus no per scan signal-amplitude is lost. All cPCs
retaining parallel coherence pathways cycle pulse 6
(Fig. 1A) with a winding number of N/2, which yields a
180� phase increment like in the ‘‘nested’’ case. This
appears to be a requirement for the selection of parallel
coherence pathways. All solutions for odd N (3, 5, or 7),
which cycle two pulses, select only a single coherence path-
way for the t1 evolution time. Accordingly, half of the
intensity is lost as compared to schemes with even N. The
only odd N COGN solutions found, which allow for paral-
lel pathways, are not real cogwheel phase cycles since only
one m „ 0, i.e. only one pulse is cycled. The 90� pulse 10
(Fig. 1A) preceding the t2 (15N) evolution time is cycled
with winding numbers m or �m to select the echo- or anti-
echo-pathway, respectively. This suggests a cogwheel phase
cycle design rule: by inverting winding number modulo N

symmetrical pathways around p = 0 are selected.
The CCCP [24] coherence transfer diagrams of the

phase cycles, which select parallel pathways, exhibit only
minor differences (Fig. 1B). The COG6(3,1;2) phase cycle
(N.B.: the winding numbers refer to the only cycled puls-
es 6 and 10 (Fig. 1A), and the receiver phase, respective-
ly) selects parallel pathways 0 fi ±1 on pulse 6 (m1) and
simultaneously only the echo pathway 0 fi +1 on pulse
10 (m2). To obtain the corresponding anti-echo pathway
for t2, the second pulse winding numbers must be invert-
ed (modulo N), yielding COG6(3,5;2). To indicate the
different winding numbers for the echo and anti-echo
pathways in cPCs we will use me/ma, i.e. COG6(3,1/5;2)
in this case. Table 1 lists the phases for the phase cycling



   

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. TROSY-HNCO pulse sequence [23] (A) with coherence transfer diagrams simulated by CCCP [24] (B). The pulse sequence (A) is drawn as supplied
with the instrument software [26]. In all displayed pulse sequences narrow and wide bars denote 90� and 180� rf-pulses. Arcs represent shaped 90� or 180�
rf-pulses and pulsed field gradients (on GZ). For cPC coherence selection of A we cycled the phases of the same pulses as in the nPC experiment, labelled
here as pulses 6 (U1) and 10 (U2). The upper and lower 15N channel coherence pathway diagrams differ in the cycling of pulse 10 and correspond to
COG6(3,1;2) and COG6(3,5;2) cPCs, respectively, which are used to achieve quadrature detection by the echo/anti-echo protocol. Details of the phase
cycles are given in Table 1. The bottom 13C@O coherence pathway diagram is identical in both cases. The simulations take an error of �5% in the 90�
pulse flip angles into account. Note, that the thin lines in the diagrams reflect the breakthrough of unwanted coherences. In all cases shown the most
intense of these pathways have less than 3% of the amplitude of the main desired pathways drawn with bold lines and are equal for cPC and nPC selection.
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schemes used. The CTPs selected by the cPC
COG6(3,1;2) and the 8-step nPC (echo) presented in
Fig. 1B were compared on the basis of the selection rules
established by Levitt et al. [14] and Bodenhausen et al.
[16]. A CTP vector P ¼ ðp�6 ; pþ6 ; p�10; p

þ
10Þ represents the

coherence orders before (�) and after (+) the pulses 6
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Fig. 2. Sensitivity-enhanced TROSY-HNCO [32] and TROSY-HN(CA)CO [27] experiment. Both experiments use equal phase cycling schemes, similar to
that employed in the above presented TROSY-HNCO [23] (Fig. 1A). For implementation on a Bruker DRX spectrometer experiment (A) was modified
from its original version in Ref. [32] in the following way: Proton and nitrogen pulse phases were set according to the labels on top of the pulses. Labels in
brackets denote original phase settings from Ref. [32]. Gradients displayed on GZ were used instead of the bracketed original gradients on GZ

* from Ref.
[32]. Black and white gradients of opposite sign indicate echo/anti-echo selection in the corresponding indirect dimension [34].

Table 1
Phase cycling schemea for TROSY-HNCO with nPC and cPCb

‘‘Nested’’ phase cycling 8 steps Cogwheel phase cycling 6 steps COG6 (3,1/5;2)

Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Step 1 2 3 4 5 6

U1 0� 0� 0� 0� 180� 180� 180� 180� U1 0� 180� 0� 180� 0� 180�
U2 (echo) 90� 270� 0� 180� 90� 270� 0� 180� U2 (echo) 0� 60� 120� 180� 240� 300�
U2 (anti-echo) 90� 270� 180� 0� 90� 270� 180� 0� U2 (anti-echo) 0� 300� 240� 180� 120� 60�
Urec 90� 270� 180� 0� 270� 90� 0� 180� Urec 0� 120� 240� 0� 120� 240�

a All pulse phases of the phase cycling procedure are given in degrees and refer to Fig. 1.
b m1 is the winding number for pulse 6 and m2 is the winding number for pulse 10. mrec determines the phase cycling of the receiver phase Urec. The actual

phases during the cPC are derived from Eq. (2) in the theory section.
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Table 2
Experimental SNRa for TROSY-HNCO/-HN(CA)CO and HACACO
employing nPCs and cPCsb

Phase cycling NS SNR normalized

TROSY-HNCO
NEST8 (2 · 4) 8 1,00
COG4(2,1/3;1) 4 1,07
COG6(3,2/4;1) 6 1,04

TROSY-HN(CA)CO
NEST8 (2 · 4) 8 1,00
COG4(2,1/3;1) 4 0,94
COG6(3,2/4;1) 6 1,03

HACACO
NEST16 (2 · 2 · 2 · 2) 16 1,00
COG3 (0,0,2/1,2/1;1) 3 1,16
COG4(2,2,3/1,3/1;2) 4 1,00
COG5(1,4,3,4;2) 5 0,57
COG6(3,3,4/2,1/5;5) 6 1,06
COG7(0,0,2/5,2/5;4) 7 1,04
COG8(4,4,5/3,1/7;6) 8 1,04

a SNR normalized gives the average values determined from 10 peaks in
each first 1H/13CO, 1H/13Ca or 1H/15N plane in the respective 3D
experiments. NS is the number of scans.

b In all cPC modified experiments only the same pulses as in the nPC
pulse sequence are cycled. Winding numbers m1 and m2 in the TROSY-
HNCO experiment affect pulses 6 and 10 in Fig. 1. The phase cycling
scheme for TROSY-HN(CA)CO is analogous. In the HACACO (Fig. 2)
experiment m1 cycles pulse 2, m2 cycles pulse 7, m3 cycles pulse 11 and m4

cycles pulse 16.
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and 10 (Fig. 1A). The two desired CTP vectors form the
vector set P = {(0, ±1, 0, 1)}. The cPC selects the fol-
lowing CTP vector sets in addition to the ones selected
by the nPC: P2 = {(±2, ±2j0, 1, �1)}, P1 = {(±1, ±1,
1, �1)}, and P0 = {(0, ±2j0, 1, �1)}. The vector groups
P2 and P1 do not fulfill the initial condition of pure z-
magnetization before the first pulse and can therefore
be neglected unless repetition rates are very fast com-
pared to T2. Also, assuming that the first 90� pulse on
any channel can only create ±1 QC, two out of three
vectors in P0 are excluded. Only P = {(0, 0, 1, �1)}, with
1QC before pulse 10, is a priori an interfering pathway
arising due to the use of COG6(3,1;2) instead of the ori-
ginal nested phase cycle. CCCP calculations, however,
give no significant amplitude for this CTP. COG4(2,1/
3;1) represents another suitable and experimentally tested
cPC (see Table 2). To cycle the same three pulses as in
the pulse sequence described by Yang and Kay, the use
of e.g. COG6(3,3,1/5;2) is recommended. This cPC yields
virtually identical coherence transfer diagrams as com-
pared to the experiment employing nPC.

The results obtained for the TROSY-HNCO experiment
are directly transferable to pulse sequences using analogous
phase cycling schemes, like the TROSY-HNCA [23] and
TROSY-HN(CA)CO experiments [27]. The latter
experiment as shown in Fig. 2B is implemented in the Bruker
library [26] using an eight step nPC and also PFGs. Since also
in this case the phase cycling is only affecting one 13C@O and
one 15N pulse the same approach as presented for the TRO-
SY-HNCO experiment above can be used.
An additional two-step phase cycle may be imposed on
the first 90� pulse of the INEPT transfer step from 13Ca to
13C@O, to better suppress axial peak artefacts resulting in
a minimum of 16 scans in the nPC version of the experi-
ment. Adding this phase cycle in a nested fashion to the
proposed COG4 and COG6 phase cycles yields 8 and 12
totally required scans, respectively. CCCP++ searches for
pure cPCs, which cycle all three pulses yielded COG4

and COG6 cPCs, e.g. COG4(2,2,1/3;3) and COG6(3,3,1/
5;1), which select all parallel pathways and show equal
selection properties to the 16 step nPC. Both cPC examples
fulfil the above proposed design rule for cPCs retaining
parallel coherence pathways. In this case the cycling of
one additional 90� pulse in a nested fashion doubles the
totally required number of scans, while the same coherence
selection is also achievable with COG4 and COG6 cPC.

4.2. HACACO

The HACACO (Fig. 3A) pulse sequence [31], again as
supplied with the spectrometer software [26] uses a 16-step
nested phase cycle. The nPC cycles four pulses in two steps
each, thus allowing all possible parallel pathways. We
determined and investigated cogwheel phase cycles of three
to eight steps for this experiment. With the exception of the
five-step cPCs we found that the cPC coherence selection
allows one to maintain parallel pathways, while adequately
suppressing undesired coherences. Like in the cases pre-
sented above, only the same pulses as in the original nPC
experiment are phase cycled. The cPCs proposed and tested
for HACACO are shown in Table 2. All CCCP simulations
(Fig. 3B) show well-matching coherence transfer diagrams
for the cPC schemes with respect to the corresponding nPC
scheme. In the case of the cPC-modified HACACO exper-
iment coherence selection during evolution times is
achieved by combining PFGs and cPC. Echo-/anti-echo
selection is performed with gradients, while the cycling of
the preceding pulse 12 (Fig. 3A) allows parallel CTPs anal-
ogous to the nPC experiment.

It should be noted that in all above pulse sequences one
may either decide to cycle only the pulses that are cycled in
the original ‘‘nested’’ sequence, or rather cycle more pulses.
According to our preliminary calculations, while increasing
the number of cycled pulses tends to decrease the minimum
required number of scans N, at the same time retention of
parallel pathways becomes less likely.

5. Experimental results

TROSY-HNCO measurements on a sample of >99%
13C and 15N labelled ubiquitin employing cogwheel phase
cycles (cPC) yield excellent spectra (Figs. 4 and 5) with
no loss in per-scan signal-amplitude for four and six scans
per transient. Only minor differences in signal-amplitude
and spectral quality are observed upon switching between
the two analyzed TROSY-HNCO pulse sequences [22,32]
displayed in Figs. 1A and 2A. Cogwheel phase cycles are
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Fig. 3. HACACO pulse sequence [31] (A) and coherence transfer diagrams obtained by CCCP [24] (B). The pulse sequence is drawn as supplied by Bruker
[26]. The alternating sign gradient affords echo/anti-echo selection in the t2 (13Ca) evolution time. Note, that only the echo-path is displayed. All cPCs cycle
again only the same pulses as the nPC. The cycled pulses are labeled with numbers 2 (U1), 7 (U2), 11 (U3), and 16 (U4), respectively (A). The coherence
transfer diagram (B) displays the CCCP simulation results for the 16-step nPC cycling four pulses in two steps each and the 4-step cPC COG4(2,2,3,3;2)
(echo). For the simulations an error of �5% in the 90� pulse flip angles was introduced. The thin lines in the diagrams reflect the most intense leakage
pathways of undesired coherences. In both diagrams shown for nPC and cPC the most intense of these pathways have 9% of the amplitude of the main
desired pathways drawn with bold lines.
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equally well-suited to replace nested phase cycles in both
cases. In Table 2 we compare a ‘‘normalized’’ SNR calcu-
lated as the signal to noise ratio over the square root of the
number of transients, relative to the normalized SNR of
the nested phase cycle. All given values correspond to an
average of 10 peaks in the first 2D 1H/15N plane of a 3D
TROSY-HNCO [23] experiment. Artefact suppression is
well comparable with the ‘‘nested’’ (nPC) 8-step (2 · 4)
version of the experiment. 2D 1H/15N planes from the
unmodified ‘‘nested’’- and the COG6(3,1/5;2) cPC-based
gradient-enhanced 3D TROSY-HNCO experiment dis-
cussed in the previous Section are displayed in Figs. 4A
and B. Echo- and anti-echo-pathway selection and TROSY
enhancement work as expected from our simulations
(Fig. 1B) and we are obtaining pure phase and equally
good line shapes in both experiments. The comparison of
signal intensities as average of 10 signals in the two spectra
yield a ratio of 8.0 : 6.0 in accordance with the ratio of the
numbers of accumulated transients (Fig. 4C and 3D). The
first 2D 1H/13C@O planes of the corresponding nPC and
cPC COG4(2,1/3;1) and COG6(3,2/4;1) experiments are
compared in Fig. 5. All spectra are of comparable quality
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Fig. 4. TROSY-HNCO spectra recorded with nPC and cPC. Above, the first 1H/15N planes of 3D-TROSY-HNCO spectra of doubly (13C and 15N) labelled
ubiquitin in H2O/D2O (90/10) recorded with pulse sequences employing 8-step nPC (A) and 6-step cPC COG6 (3,1/5;2) (B) are shown. The 1H 1D plots
below (C and D) are taken from the same rows at 114,76 ppm 15N chemical shift and are drawn to scale. The signals in the 1D plots show an intensity ratio of
8 (nested) : 6 (cogwheel). All spectra have been recorded on a 500 MHz Bruker DRX spectrometer, equipped with a cryogenically cooled triple resonance
(TXI) probe. The same phase cycling procedure has also been tested successfully on a paramagnetic aquo-myoglobin sample in the same solvent.

A CB

Fig. 5. Comparison of 2D 1H/13CO planes from TROSY-HNCO. TROSY-HNCO 2D 1H/13CO slices from cPC-based (COG4(1/3,2;1) (A) and COG6(2/
4,3;1) (B)) experiments on double-labelled ubiquitin (Spectra Stable Isotopes) in H2O/D2O (90/10) are compared to the nPC 8-step version (C) of the
experiment.
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with respect to artefact suppression, normalized signal-to-
noise ratios (Table 2), line shape, phase and presence of
all expected peaks.

TROSY-HN(CA)CO experiments [27] require a mini-
mum of eight scans for sufficient coherence selection in the
gradient enhanced nPC version. We have tested the same
cPCs as in the above discussed TROSY-HNCO experiment
and obtained high quality spectra with only four and six
scans per increment. Artefact suppression was good in all
presented cases. Using 16 step nPC instead of the 8 step
nPC and the corresponding COG4(2,2,1/3;3) and COG6
(3,3,1/5;1) cPC discussed above did not noticeably improve
the spectral quality. Furthermore it is noteworthy, that
experiments employing COG4(2,1/3;1) suffered from small
axial peak artefacts, which were not present in the
COG6(3,2/4;1) cPC experiment, which therefore seems to
be the most favorable coherence selection scheme for this
experiment.

In a number of gradient enhanced HACACO [31] exper-
iments on a paramagnetic cyano-metmyoglobin sample [32]
in D2O cPCs with three, four, five, six, seven, and eight
steps have been compared with the 16-step (2 · 2 · 2 · 2)
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nPC (Fig. 3A). Our simulations (see Fig. 3B) show that
most of the tested cPC phase cycling procedures can select
all desired parallel CTPs cycling the same four pulses.
Therefore, we obtain similar normalized signal-to-noise
ratios for these experiments as with nPC (see Table 2).
For cPCs which cannot select parallel pathways in one
coherence transfer step, as for the case of five-step cPC,
we obtain only half of the intensity. The number of allowed
coherence transfer pathways calculated by CCCP++
matches the experimental results. All displayed cPC
enhanced experiments yield spectra with good artefact sup-
pression, comparable normalized SNR and show all
expected resonances when checked against the nPC result.

6. Discussion and conclusions

By simultaneous instead of independent incrementation
of pulse phases, cogwheel phase cycling efficiently reduces
the minimum required number of scans also in liquid-
state triple resonance NMR pulse sequences commonly
used for protein assignment and structure elucidation.
We have investigated the theoretical and practical perfor-
mance of cPC modified 3D NMR triple resonance pulse
sequences: In TROSY-HNCO and TROSY-HN(CA)CO
only four cogwheel steps can achieve a comparable coher-
ence selectivity as an eight steps ‘‘nested’’ phase cycle.
This corresponds to a 50% reduction in total recording
time. Even more impressive gains in efficiency are possible
for selected experiments like the HACACO experiment.
COG3 cPCs achieves the coherence selection in a quality
comparably to 16 step nPCs, which corresponds to more
than 80% time saving. Since the presented cPC-enhanced
experiments cycle only the same pulses as the correspond-
ing nPC versions, existing pulse programs can be easily
modified. Simultaneous phase cycling of more pulses
allows one to select a single desired coherence pathway
in a minimum number of steps. However, usually the
selection of parallel coherence pathways is desired to
obtain maximum per-scan sensitivity. To achieve this
cycling only a well selected minimum number of pulses
appears advisable.

Cogwheel phase cycles for a densely spaced series of
scan numbers N with similar practical performance were
found for all experiments discussed. The possibility to vary
the number of accumulated transients in small steps allows
for greatly enhanced flexibility in adjusting the total num-
ber of scans to the desired signal-amplitude. The restric-
tions of using multiples of the minimum nested phase
cycle steps are hence released.

Today most commonly used pulse sequences use both,
pulsed field gradients and ‘‘nested’’ phase cycles for effi-
cient coherence selection. We have demonstrated that com-
bining cogwheel phase cycling with pulsed field gradients is
easily implemented and results in significantly shorter total
experiment duration. At the same time artefact suppression
comparable to conventional phase cycled experiments is
achieved. We also showed that it is possible to find short
coherence selection schemes using cogwheel phase cycles
which allow for parallel coherence pathways thus causing
no per scan signal loss.

Using cogwheel phase cycles for coherence selection in
high resolution liquid state multi-pulse NMR experiments
helps to fully exploit the advantages of modern NMR
hardware, in particular the sensitivity gains offered by cryo-
genically cooled probes.
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